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We are so happy to have our children back in our classrooms. I would like to personally thank all our children, staff and 
parents for the dedication in working closely with us in recent weeks and months to help ensure children could fully 
return to school as safely as possible. As the academic year draws to a close, it is time to reflect on a most challenging 
period for all of us. I hope you enjoy this edition of DesignEd that illustrates a small number of the many great things our 
schools and the trust have been up to this term.

The pandemic has highlighted more than ever the collective strength of being in a Trust. Our school leaders and Central 
Team have worked in close collaboration, ensuring learning from each other to benefit the children’s whole education 
experience. As a Trust we support our schools with everything from finance, HR, building maintenance, governance, IT 
and more. This frees up our Principals’ time to focus on teaching and learning and to continue improving outcomes for 
the children. We work hard to deliver training opportunities for every member of staff, helping to ensure high quality 
teaching and support throughout the schools. We work closely as a team with specialists from across the Trust to 
continually develop a strong and engaging curriculum that ensures our schools are empowered learning communities.
We are very proud of everything we have achieved together as a Trust and we are always looking for new ways to 
make our schools even better. As such, we are very pleased to now have the opportunity to move the Trust forward 
in a whole new way.

As you may know, our Trust was originally founded by the Royal Society of Arts (RSA) Academies, in 2012. As our 
sponsor, the RSA has served to provide governance to the Trust and inspire our vision for education. Our Trust has 
gone from strength to strength since our founding, and we are proudly in a position to move forward as a Department 
for Education Approved Sponsor in our own right, whilst retaining a strong partnership with the RSA.

Our strong teams have developed and evolved far beyond what the RSA first imagined, and we are now providing 
ever stronger support to our schools. While we remain a sponsor in our own right, we will continue to develop in line 
with the vision, values and ethos we were founded upon. The day-to-day experience and the excellent curriculum our 
children learn through, will not change. We will also continue to work closely with other schools with a similar outlook, 
and many of our trustees and governors will continue to be fellows of the RSA.

The main change you will likely notice will be to our name. As the RSA will no longer be our sponsor, we have chosen 
a new name for our Trust: “Central Region Schools Trust, founded by the RSA”, reflecting the importance of our 
rich heritage as well as the geographical home of our schools and communities. In addition to our new name, we are 
delighted to share that we will also be renaming our initial teacher training provision as Teach Central, and further 
developing that organisation to be a top provider of teacher training in the region in order to ensure we have the very 
best teachers in our classrooms. We will officially be using these names from 1 st September 2021.

We believe that this change to the structure of our Trust marks the beginning of an exciting new chapter for us all, and 
our vision for social justice through exceptional schools will continue.

In the meantime, thank you so much for your continuing support for our schools and our wider Trust. Let us hope that 
we remain safe and healthy throughout the summer and return in the next academic year having emerged from the 
pandemic with optimism and renewed energy.

Guy Shears
Executive Principal (CEO) 
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READY TO READ!

I am a bibliophile, a book-lover, a devout reader. My life 
would be less complete without reading, professionally and 
personally. I can remember treasuring books from a young 
age; as a child and young teenager, Saturday morning trips 
to the town library were the highlight of my week. This 
is probably the main reason I became an English teacher: 
sharing the joy of reading and the worlds it opens up for 
us. But not everyone feels the same as I do about reading. 
For some, it is a purely functional skill. For others, it is an 
infrequent past-time. For a few, it is a barrier that they are 
only too conscious of. 

It is knowing these differences that has been behind our 
work to develop a Trust-wide reading strategy which will 
support learning for all of our pupils. Working alongside 
the Trust School Improvement Leader, Sam McMonagle, a 
group of school-based experts representing all phases of 
education, started by identifying the key principles behind 
our strategy. A range of research sources were used to 

guide our thinking, including a number of reports from 
the Education Endowment Foundation. At several points 
in the process, the Principals shared their input too – this 
is a collaboratively produced strategy which will enable all 
schools to build on their existing work in reading.

Early on, we identified four strands that would be the 
basis of the strategy: the leadership of reading; the school 
reading culture which includes reading for pleasure, 
assessment and monitoring; teaching and learning. 

Like so many things, the development of the strategy was 
affected by the global pandemic as we moved to focus 
our energies on remote learning and supporting reading at 
home during lockdown. It was wonderful to meet up again 
in April and start working on making our strategy a reality 
for September!

WRITTEN BY NIC BEECH, EXECUTIVE PRINCIPAL
ABBEYWOOD, CHURCH HILL AND IPSLEY 
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“READING IS THE GATEWAY SKILL THAT MAKES ALL OTHER 
LEARNING POSSIBLE.”

BARACK OBAMA

It was important that the strategy enables schools to 
implement the strategy in a way that supports the needs 
and interests of their school community. Because of this, 
not every school will have the same priorities built into their 
work for 2021/22. Some are focusing on the relaunch of the 
school libraries that have been used so differently because 
of Covid restrictions. Some schools are going to be working 
hard on using reading assessment information to support 
amazing teaching and learning. Other schools are exploring 
how reading skills are used differently in different subject 
areas of the curriculum. 

However, some things will be the same. For example, we 
are excited to be launching our first ever reading survey 
with pupils and are hoping to find ways of celebrating World 
Book Day collectively.

2021/22 will be our year of reading, why not join us?

“FOCUSSING ON READING IS NOT JUST 
ABOUT READING AGES AND  DEVELOPING 
OUR PUPILS INTO COMPETENT AND 
CONFIDENT READERS- ALTHOUGH THIS 
IS A HUGELY IMPORTANT PART OF OUR 
APPROACH. A FOCUS ON READING IS ALSO 
ABOUT HOW WE DEVELOP READING FOR 
PLEASURE.”

SAM MCMONAGLE, 
TRUST SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT LEADER
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READING STRATEGY 

1 Support all school leaders in using appropriate reading data to 
support school improvement and have an impact on pupil outcomes 

2 Provide professional development for school reading leaders and 
the named senior leader who oversees reading 

3 Develop an appreciation and enjoyment of the written word through 
access to a wide range of texts, a book rich school environment and 
dedicated reading time 

4 Help all staff, in all subject areas and all phases, to take responsibility 
for promoting and teaching reading 

5 Encourage reading at home, within families and independently 

6 Agree consistency in the measuring and monitoring of reading (e.g. 
phonics, fluency, reading age, SATs, Accelerated Reader, GL) 

7 Use effective tools and strategies to close gaps, including at key 
transition points 

8 Use proven EEF and research-based strategies to inform effective 
practice 

9 Develop a toolkit, with relevant CPD, to support the effective 
teaching of comprehension and the value of reading 

10 Ensure there is appropriate support for reading in subject 
disciplines 

11 Ensure the reading strategy is mutually supportive of oracy and 
vocabulary development 

12 Provide strategies to support reading fluency and the barriers faced 
by pupils who find reading difficult. Strategies will also be developed 
to support all pupils being successful in the next phase of their 
education. 

LEADERSHIP 

CULTURE 

ASSESSMENT & MONITORING 

TEACHING & LEARNING 
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Would you like to contribute to the 
Governance of this

Trust and to shape the future of the next 
generation?

We believe the key to 
improving school performance 

is effective governance.  

Volunteering as a School Governor 
is a great opportunity that enhances 

performance and employability.  Most 
of all, you will have the satisfaction 

of making a real difference to 
children's lives and helping them 

to realise their potential.  

Our schools are sponsored by the RSA (Royal Society for the encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce) and are 

values driven with a strong commitment to our vision for social justice through exceptional schools.

If you would like to find out more 
Please get in touch with us;

By email:

info@centralrsaacademies.co.uk

By Phone:

01212703117

Or by post:

Central RSA Academies Trust
B.06 Assay Studios

141-143 Newhall Street
Birmingham, B3 1SF

Central RSA
Academies Trust
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COLLABORATION AND 
A SHARED LANGUAGE 

MAKE TRUSTS TICK

WRITTEN BY GUY SHEARS, EXECUTIVE PRINCIPAL (CEO) 
CENTRAL RSA ACADEMIES TRUST

The past year has proved unprecedentedly challenging for 
schools, pupils, educators and parents, with 65 percent 
of primary school parents and 68 percent of secondary 
school parents concerned their child has lost out on 
learning.  Despite the disruption, it has led many educators 
to examine the fundamental platforms upon which their 
schools and trusts are based and look at next steps to 
ensure their curriculum frameworks are pragmatic and 
adaptable to any challenges ahead.

At Central RSA Academies Trust (CRSAAT), we have 
worked hard to ensure that our consistent, collaborative 
curriculum frameworks have a fantastic impact on our 
pupils and staff. The key to successful implementation 
is ensuring frameworks are developed in a thoroughly 
collaborative manner and underpinned by a shared 
language understood by all. 

Collaborative development
We see learning as more than knowing and rehearsing 
information, powerful knowledge is essential to help us think 
critically and creatively. Skills need developing alongside 
knowledge as information is not received passively and we 
must consider how we engage our pupils to develop their 
expertise. To ensure we delivered our vision consistently, 
we gathered subject teams from across the Trust to create 
a series of shared curriculum frameworks. 

Our schools are mission-led, focusing on social justice and 
aiming to support every individual flourish. It is within this 
context that we agreed on a viable, evidence-informed and 
trust-wide definition of learning: “Through experiencing 
and reflecting on a succession of challenging experiences 
we develop long-term capacities as thinkers, problem-
solvers and active social participants.”

Our Curriculum is unified by this definition.  It is driven by 
developing expert subject knowledge alongside skills that 
create thoughtful critical thinkers who can communicate 
ideas with clarity, whilst ensuring our pupils experience a 
wide range of cultural opportunities.

Shared language
By creating the curriculum frameworks collaboratively, 
we developed a shared language of learning, enabling 
our teachers and pupils to work together, support each 
other and adapt to the challenges of the pandemic. Our 
Curriculum offer identifies the Knowledge, Attributes, 
Skills, and Experiences (KASE) we seek to develop in 
all our pupils. Each school has a Teaching and Learning 
Development Group that promotes these and helps our 
schools remain aligned in our shared mission.
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Knowledge Attributes Skills Experiences

• Expert
• Purposeful
• Fluent
• Self-regulating

and directing

• Risk-tolerant
• Resilient
• Reflective
• Empathetic

• Problem-solvers
Collaborative

• Communicative
• Metacognitive
• Pragmatic

• Enthused and Engaged
in Cosmopolitan rich
experiences; ones
which enable pupils
to be open to ideas
and different ways
of doing things

• Autonomous
• Responsible
• Champions of causes

To embed KASE in our classrooms, we centred our 
professional development programme around our 
pedagogical focuses: ‘10 Components of Great Learning 
and Teaching’. The role of oracy in these pedagogical 
priorities is key because of our drive for social justice, we 
want to develop young people who can articulate their 
thoughts and ideas, a vital precursor to strong writing and 
communication skills. 

Our Learning Cycle has been designed to consider pupils 
and staff at all levels and allow teachers across our schools 
to think about and plan lessons that are structured, 
effective and draw on what we know works best.  CRSAAT 
Teachers strive to become subject experts within the 
classroom where subject knowledge and expertise is vital 
and sharing this expertise is a key part of Co-Design work. 
The shared delivery cycle supports sharing planning. 

The curriculum frameworks have proven hugely effective 
thus far in supporting Co-Design of subject knowledge and 
sharing delivery ideas. Working together with a common 
language for teaching and learning has enabled us to 
support each other during a tough year.  Our frameworks 
provide our schools with a strong level of collaboration, 
whilst freeing them to be innovative in how a concept is 
delivered. Our curriculum work will continue to support 

rich subject experiences whilst developing vital attributes 
and skills for our pupils. We will continue to work 
collaboratively to develop confident and creative young 
people who can thrive in an ever-changing world.
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SPECTACULAR SPORTS DAY
WRITTEN BY JONATHON WAKE

ST STEPHEN’S CE RSA ACADEMY

Welcome to our annual Spectacular Sports Day.  At St Stephen’s we hold a regular Sports Day and a Spectacular Sports 
Day organised by Mrs Barrett. This is a special day where pupils are invited to do sports they may not ordinarily have 
had the opportunity to try.  This year, there was a huge climbing wall, archery, boccia, curling, crazy golf, aeroball and 
skateboarding. Sports Premium funding paid for the event, and it was definitely money well spent! What a superb way of 
getting children excited about sport!

We were so proud of how the children had a go at the activities, despite some looking a little scary, particularly the climbing 
wall! They showed great sportsmanship and I’m sure some of them gained a new-found love of an unusual sport. 

Some children battled through their tasks despite a flash flood and hailstorm demonstrating much grit and perseverance. 
Fortunately, most of the day was bright and the majority of children escaped in time to have a free ice-cream as part of 

the day’s events! 

Ayesha got to the dizzy heights at the top of the climbing wall! She scaled the 
wall with remarkable speed! The look on Jenson’s face on the climbing wall 
says it all!

Here’s what some of our brave children had to say about their special day:

“Scaling the climbing wall was scary but so much fun!” Ayesha. 

“I liked the climbing wall because everyone was cheering for me when I reached 
the top!” Zahra.
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WRITTEN BY JESSIE DYER
CHURCH HILL MIDDLE SCHOOL

SELF-BELIEF DAY

Continuing with our mission of driving our school values throughout the year, May saw Church Hill Middle School 
celebrate the value of ‘Self-Esteem’ through a whole school drop down day.  As a school, we strive to ensure that 
all members of our community feel represented and welcomed and with Pride month on the horizon, we felt it 
the perfect opportunity to link the value of self-esteem with LGBTQ+ history, breaking down stereotypes and 
promoting self-love.

The day itself consisted of a carousel of activities, including a look at the history of LGBTQ+ and the origins of 
Pride month; discussing the different varieties of family make-up; issues with stereotyping and what this can lead 
to; homophobia prevention; and LGBTQ+ celebrity champions and allies.  The event culminated in a whole school 
quiz conducted via teams, allowing our school community to still feel a sense of togetherness even in these tricky 
times.

Feedback from both the staff and children has been extremely positive, all saying that they learnt so many new 
things about a topic that most thought they were already clued up on.  One of our Year 5 teachers said, ‘It was a 
wonderful day and it was lovely to see the children being able to express themselves and learn about the LGBTQ+ 
community in a mature and engaging manner.’

A Year 7 student added, ‘It was an exciting experience.  We learnt the full meaning of LGBTQ+ and had fun 
working together as a team to gain a greater understanding of the community and Pride month.’

Looking ahead to next year, we will continue to drive our school values through drop-down days.  However, it is 
important to remember that subjects such as that of LGBTQ+ rights are not to just be explored on a standalone 
day.  We must continue to weave these subjects, along with many other social issues across the curriculum, 
encouraging our children to discuss and ask questions in order to broaden their own understanding of the modern 
world in which we live.

LOVE
IS

LOVE
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Recently, our Year Six class at Sutton Park Primary RSA Academy were given the challenge to become ‘Town Planners’ 
and to work in teams to design their own town. This was in response to a challenge set by the RSA Academy, as part of 
‘Takeover Day’ with prizes on offer for the best town created. Pupils had to make decisions on types of accommodation 
built, emergency services, transport links and all sorts of other difficult choices. All pupils did a great job creating their towns 
and they were all rewarded with a gift from the RSA of wild flower seeds. These are now being grown in their gardens and 
the growth is being documented via a visual diary on our online learning platform Seesaw.
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P l ann ing  f o r  a P l ann i ng  f o r  a 
g r e en e r  f u t u r eg r e en e r  f u t u r e

WRITTEN BY HELEN DIGGER
SUTTON PARK PRIMARY RSA ACADEMY 

In Year One at Sutton Park, as part of our recovery curriculum, we have extended our learning about plants and animals 
by exploring the life of Sir David Attenborough.  We learnt that he is an RSA fellow, that he has a love of trees, and he has 
been involved in the Queens Green Canopy Project, among many other facts. 

We were inspired by our topic on Sir David Attenborough, to do our bit to save the planet and we learnt how important 
it is to plant new trees.  One of our Oracy sessions resulted in the discussion that if trees are so important then why don’t 
we plant more. Since this discussion, we have been busy planting trees that were donated by the Woodland Trust, from 
their free trees for school and communities packs. 

In total we have planted 30 saplings around our school grounds, including Wild Cherry, Rowan and Silver Birch. We 
have planted some Wild Cherry Trees just outside our office area so keep your eyes peeled for how these trees grow 
and hopefully in years to come they will blossom beautifully out the front of our school.  How exciting!! The pupils have 
thoroughly enjoyed the responsibility of both planting and watering these saplings.

This initiative has been successful in helping our Year One pupils’ knowledge of trees, ranging from the many types and 
varieties to the various parts of trees also. It has also inspired us to write individual letters to the Queen herself to tell her 
about our tree planting.  The whole class have been extremely enthusiastic and we hope that they continue with their 
green fingers to strive to save our planet!
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VOLUNTEER IT YOURSELF 
WORKSHOP

WRITTEN BY ARVIND BATRA
RSA ACADEMY TIPTON

With restrictions lifted, we were very pleased to welcome our very first visitors from the RSA Academy in over a year!  VIY 
(Volunteer It Yourself ) is an organisation which combines DIY and volunteering by challenging young people aged 14-24 to 
help repair and refurbish school, youth and community facilities, whilst learning vocational trade skills on the job. They also 
work closely with schools to deliver construction sector employability skills. 

15 x Year 9 students had the opportunity to work closely with the VIY mentors to make benches for a planned Zen Garden 
for the Academy. Students were selected based on their aspirations, many were budding interior designers, architects, 
joiners and surveyors.  All of the students participating have opted to study Design Technology at GCSE level next year so 
are committed to exploring options of working in the sector in the future.  In the Black Country, the Construction sector 
is worth in the region of £1.6bn, with an average of 23,500 people working within the industry within Walsall, Sandwell, 
Dudley and Wolverhampton.  The future of the sector is definitely moving through technological advances with more of 
the region investing in robotic and drone solutions for the future of the sector.  (Data from the Black Country LEP 2020) 

We hope that this taster, hands-on, session inspired our young students to continue on their pathway, or even allowed 
them to rethink their options, either way it was definitely a worthwhile session.  The employability skills they developed 
throughout the day, such as teamwork, communication and problem solving, will be invaluable as they progress through 
school and into the world of work. So many have commented on the quality of the workmanship of the benches and all 
the students should feel very proud of what they have achieved. 
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THINKING IN THE THIRD 
DIMENSION

WRITTEN BY ELENA KKAMA
ARROW VALE RSA ACADEMY

Year 13 A Level 3D Design students have excelled themselves with imaginative and highly creative personal 
investigations this year. Despite time away from the workshop, all 8 members of the group did not let this 
stop them from producing high quality outcomes. The students worked hard in lessons and study periods 
to complete their projects which are a true testament to their individual skills and areas of interest. The A 
Level 3D Design course enables students to work with the materials and specialist area they are interested 
in. This ranges from textiles, ceramics, metal work, jewellery and furniture making. Many of the students 
in the group will go on to study their area of specialism at university, including Joshua Coogan, who has 
secured a place to study Architecture at Coventry University; Matthew Stanley, who has opted to continue 
studying fashion and design at Gloucester University and Renaldas Gvzodovic, who will continue his studies 
in Engineering near London. Others are taking up Higher Level Apprenticeships in Design and Engineering. 
We are all incredibly proud of these talented and resilient young people and wish them all huge success in 
their future.
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CURRICULUM ASPIRATIONS AT OLDBURY
WRITTEN BY LEE CARD, PRINCIPAL

OLDBURY PARK RSA ACADEMY

Curriculum, it’s a word we use so freely in education isn’t it?  I wonder what image, model or connected concept leapt into 
your mind as you read that single word. Was it a specific subject, perhaps?  Did long term planning templates flash before 
your eyes?  Or did your brain make word connections, ‘national’, perhaps, or ‘vitae’ even?  A little etymological Googling will 
tell you that the word ‘curriculum’ derives from ‘currere’, meaning ‘to run’ and, subsequently, in Classical Latin to ‘a running, 
course, career’ and also ‘a fast racing car or chariot’. 

Across the CRSAAT, Co-Design of the Primary Curriculum has been a huge piece of 
work this academic year and, at Oldbury Park, has been a consistent golden thread in 
all discussions around school improvement.  In late Spring, we reflected as a team on 
how the curriculum had been delivered; how the curriculum had been received and 
interpreted; how we had been ‘running the course’; at what speed, in what kind of 
direction and, to extend the analogy to its limit within this paragraph, in what kind of 
vehicles we had found ourselves travelling!  Exploring and selecting the best possible 
vehicles for delivering key concepts, skills and ideas had been a feature of the Spring 
Term curriculum offer at Oldbury as staff challenged one another to delve deep 
into this question. For the Summer, we sought to deliver the curriculum at Oldbury 
in a way that would bring the school community together at the end of a turbulent 
couple of years.  As ever, when one is seeking direction, a glance inwards will usually 
ensure that your vision, your ethos and your moral compass steer you.  For Oldbury 
staff, we looked to the first piece of work we forged as a team in September, the 
Oldbury Aspiration, our vision for the children and community of this school.
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Within a few minutes, the curriculum vision and vehicle for Summer 
2021 at Oldbury had evolved. Entitled ‘Unique @ Oldbury’, we 
challenged each other to forge a whole-school curriculum focus 
on what made this school and the people associated with it unique 
and, in doing so, encourage and engage our pupils to be ‘Leaders 
of their own learning’.

The key outcomes were drawn up and, when planning for all good 
sequences of learning, we started with the end point in mind, a 
showcase event for our community:
Key Outcomes:

• Improve the environment of the school building and grounds 
through:

• Artwork / grounds work / sculpture / design / re-imagining of 
spaces / building 

• Bring the community together through a shared pride in the 
past and present and a renewed optimism for the future;

• Enhance the reputation of the school, create advocates within 
the community;

• Give the children a sense of belonging in their own school, 
outcomes for them by them;

• For staff, the freedom to plan an irresistible curriculum, the joy 
that comes from the outcomes of this, and to kick start the 
curricula of Oldbury’s future!
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Now one unique thing about Oldbury is our ‘tower’, the kind where a fair damsel may let down her hair.  Also, it transpires, 
the kind which houses hundreds of dusty artefacts on the history of the school and those schools which went before it. This 
includes images and clippings, recordings and diaries dating back from the 1950s through to the present day, a treasure trove 
of primary sources, and the perfect way to begin the ‘immersion week’ for pupils at Oldbury as the Summer Term began.

In the time since, the school’s newsletter, The Oldbury Observer, has become the weekly chronicle for all things ‘Unique 
@ Oldbury’ as each year group has gone about their own special journey for the showcase. Children have become 
entrepreneurial tycoons as they have sought to raise funds for specific ventures, highlights include; 

• Year 5 pupils’ ‘Friday Ice Pop’ stalls which graced the hot days of May and June and effectively wiped out B&M’s annual 
stock of ice pops. The money they have raised will go towards furnishing their project of creating an outdoor relaxation 
area for Year 6 pupils for generations to come

• Reception year group’s ‘Fancy Dress Fun Run’ event which, as well as being a wonderful activity in itself, raised over 
£900 for their particular project, a sheltered outdoor reading area to support our vision of reading for pleasure in any 
weather

• Year 3 pupils’ Plant Sale. Having negotiated a deal with a local gardening centre, they held a week-long plant sale. Profits 
were shared between school and company and a staggering total of over £1000 was raised. The money has enabled 
the children to really up-scale their plans for a quality Art Gallery at the front of the school building

As well as these events, children have grasped opportunities to put their print on their immediate environment. The Year 4 
children used their RSA4 project to feed into their Unique @ Oldbury plans! Considering the domains of community, social 
action, projects and learning, the children took a journey to improve one of the schools neglected gardens into a haven for 
wildlife and for the rest of the extended school community to enjoy, either for outside learning or somewhere quieter to 
reflect and relax.  They have written letters requesting advice and contributions to local traders and organisations, on how 
to attract wildlife back into the garden and how to best repair/replace the furniture in the garden. Parents have offered their 
support to assist with pond clearing sessions, raised bed building and seating area reconstruction.

As the term draws to a close, the pupils will look back on their endeavours with tangible learning experiences and outcomes 
to draw upon and to act as a catalyst for future endeavour. Aristotle’s statement that ‘an education of the mind without 
the education of the heart is no education at all’ rings very true in what we have seen develop through this curriculum; like 
blood through veins, it has ‘run a course’ through the whole school, oxygenated by authenticity, by local context and by 
community cohesion. 

The dedicated team at Oldbury have embraced this way of looking at curriculum; teachers have considered substantive 
and disciplinary concepts within their subject domains and how they can be, and have been, woven together, between and 
across one another to build powerful and meaningful sequences of learning. From carefully-crafted persuasive letters to 
the Principal seeking financial backing, to measuring with necessary accuracy for orders of timber, from calculating per-sale 
profit margins on plant sales to considering the significance and reasons for geographical changes in the locality of their 
school over time, this is a curriculum aspiration worthy of our greatest endeavours.

In closing, I want to reference the words of an esteemed colleague and encourage us to stand a little away from our Latin 
predecessors and be brave enough to just linger a little more when we plan, design and deliver our curricula.  For, when 
we do, I think we will find that the course we run will be straighter and more true.
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SCARECROW 
COMPETITION

WRITTEN BY LOUISE FIELD, ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL
IPSLEY RSA ACADEMY
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As part of our springtime work on the school allotment, Mr Bishop set Year 5 pupils the 
task of creating scarecrows to help protect the vegetables that were going to be planted 
there. This was set as a learning log for them to do at home over a three-week period. 
They were told that they could make it any size, any character or being, but that it must 
be made out of recycled clothes and materials from home. We had an outstanding 
turn out and we were all very impressed with the standard and effort that the children 
had put in! The winning scarecrow was Boris Johnson who encouraged all of the crows 
to ‘Fly away; make a nest; eat worms.’ All the scarecrows have been working on the 
allotment since Easter and have done a fabulous job of keeping the crows and other 
birds away from the crops.

A scarecrow is a decoy or mannequin, often in the shape of a human. Humanoid 
scarecrows are usually dressed in old clothes and placed in open fields to discourage 
birds from disturbing and feeding on recently cast seed and growing crops. Scarecrows 
are used across the world by farmers, and are a notable symbol of farms and the 
countryside in popular culture.
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WRITTEN BY ROBYN OAKLEY
ABBEYWOOD FIRST SCHOOL

Abbeywood Arts 
Collaboration

During the year, Cedar Class at Abbeywood First School have had the privilege of working with Haseebah Ali, an artist 
who has given us the opportunity to try out lots of different art techniques.   We worked with Julie who helped us identify 
feelings by discussing items that show something about us and find out what identity means for us.  We looked at hobbies, 
personality and values, then found ways of representing this in art.  We created a ‘pizza slice’ that featured many different 
things about us, then put these slices together to create our class pizza. We may all have different toppings, but we come 
together to make a pretty awesome meal!

We experienced with many different media through the project. We used water pistols to create watercolour pieces and 
experimented with ink marbling on paper, both of which were completely new to us and very exciting! We used plasticine 
to create an animal and make a home for it, exploring how this showed the animals identity. We then worked in teams 
to create collages showing our school’s identity, we thought about community and the values our school holds. From our 
conversations, Haseebah has gone away to create a piece of artwork that will be displayed in our school, we can’t wait to 
see what she creates!
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Year 4 pupils in Beech Class, at Abbeywood First School, have had a wonderful time working on a social action project to 
make their community and wider communities a better place.  This project has been part of the RSA4 which is a pupil-led 
youth social action project for Year 4 pupils across RSA Academies and local schools.  It provides pupils with a chance to 
identify, research and act on a social issue that will make a positive difference to their school and the local community.

The pupils in Beech Class thought carefully about which issues might be affecting people in their communities and beyond. 
With Covid and lockdowns being a constant issue of late, the pupils chose loneliness as the issue they wanted to make a 
positive impact on.  The children showed wonderful empathy and in particular wanted to help the elderly who might feel 
alone at this time.

As a result, the pupils decided they would send messages of kindness out across the community with the aim of bringing 
a smile to people’s faces.  They were inspired by the quote: ‘A smile is the start of peace.’  The pupils then organised 
themselves into groups such as research, art and calligraphy to create some lovely postcards.  They thought carefully about 
using calming pastel colours and came up with short messages to spread happiness! 

A local commercial printer, Lemon Press, have kindly supported Beech Class in this project and have printed thousands of 
post cards for free which the children are currently distributing around town and sending to care homes. 

The RSA4 has provided a wonderful platform for the children in Beech Class to engage in a social action project. And 
from this project, they are now an inspired group of pupils who want to make a difference in the world, which is absolutely 
wonderful!  
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WRITTEN BY SARAH ALLEN, PRINCIPAL
ARROW VALLEY FIRST SCHOOL RSA ACADEMY

SOCIALLY 
DISTANCED 

DINOSAURS AND 
DUCKLINGS

The conversion finally happened on 1st April 2021.  Children took 
home their new uniform in their new book bags and watched the 
new signs go up.  A new term gave us the opportunity to celebrate 
us joining the trust.  Ceremonies began with a year 4 child cutting a 
ribbon and families rushing in to meet an Arrowvalleysaurus.  Much 
time was spent with this wonderful creature before children entered 
the building, ready to enjoy a day inspired by our new name Arrow 
Valley!  

Staff had created a nature trail, a playground area and most importantly 
a lake.  When the children were consulted on a possible name, Arrow 
Valley became the firm favourite.  Many children shared experiences of 
walking to the lake and feeding the ducks.  The challenge was set, there 
had to be ducks at our grand opening.    

You may not be aware of this but it is easier to get a dinosaur into 
school during a lockdown than ducks.  We started by contacting some 
local farms, but they were unable to help.  Someone had a been to a 
local wedding where there were some racing ducks for hire, but these 
ducks had retired.  Eventually we found some.  The local nursery had 
been rearing some young ducklings and that just fit the bill.  

So, there we have it- Arrow Valley First School has opened and we had 
a quacking good day!
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RSA4 IN ACTION
WRITTEN BY DANIELLE DUIGNAN

SUTTON PARK PRIMARY RSA ACADEMY
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This year, as part of their RSA4 social action project, the Year 4 class at Sutton Park Primary RSA Academy chose to focus 
on the theme of nature and animals. They felt passionate that they needed to do all they could to support wildlife and 
insects, such as bees, which play such a vital role in our lives. 

“If we don’t look after the bees, we won’t survive.”  - Ted

Following the workshops run by Epic Steps, the children set to work and organised an action plan.  They decided that 
the school’s sensory garden was the perfect place for them to work on and create an impact.  The children wrote letters 
to local businesses and the school PTA asking for donations so they could turn their ideas into a reality. They then set 
themselves the task of creating information and activity packs so that all of the children across the school could take part in 
activities when they used the new ‘nature’ garden.  There was a sense of importance that the whole community should be 
able to use and enjoy the garden once finished as well as learning about the important messages behind the work.

“It’s important that the other children learn about nature because it’s important for everyone to nurture 
the plants and look after them. If they look after it, we can see it evolve.” - Ava-Mae H

After receiving a sizeable donation on top of their order from Three Springs Garden Nursery in Pershore as well as their 
order of paint and planters, the children set to work to transform the garden.  They showed great teamwork, perseverance 
and commitment, showing the impact of the workshops they had been involved in. 

Looking forward, the children plan to speak to the whole school in an assembly where they can explain the project and 
how the children can get the most out of it. They will also be taking on the roles of new ‘Eco Team’ members following 
the departure of the current team in Year 6 so that they can continue to oversee and develop the garden over the years.  
The children have thoroughly enjoyed the project and look forward to enjoying their hard work and seeing the rest of the 
community enjoying it too. 

“I enjoyed painting the stones and I’m looking forward to it looking nicer for everyone.” - Leo S
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In the last edition of Design Ed we introduced Lucy Taylor as our new Head of Governance and Corporate Services 
Manager. Now it’s our pleasure to introduce Gaurav Suri as our new Trust Procurement and Contract Manager who joined 
us towards the end of March 2021.  

Gaurav was born and brought up in a city called Meerut, near the capital New Delhi (India). By virtue of his parent’s 
guidance he studied Engineering, majoring in mechanical engineering. After graduating, he did not find the exciting job he 
was looking for in India and decided to travel to England to study an MBA at Liverpool University (2007).  

This was Gaurav’s first experience in England, and he quickly fell in love with the city of Liverpool, from the musical depths 
of the ‘Beatles’ to the ‘Red’ side of Merseyside and since then he has ‘Never Walked Alone’. Yes, Gaurav is an avid Liverpool 
FC supporter! 

Welcome to the CRSAAT Family Gaurav, we all look forward to working with you.

WRITTEN BY PAUL LINTON 
HR & PEOPLE MANAGER

If you are interested in joining our team as a teacher, teaching 
assistant or part of the ever growing support staff team, don’t 
forget to check our Trust website for the latest vacancies.
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Interesting Observations

PL: Tell me a little about joining the Trust and what are 
you personally passionate about?

GS: I moved from the North to the West Midlands 
to be with the love of my life (LOL!) In the middle of 
the pandemic.  Hence, I was so very pleased to be 
offered to join the Trust in my chosen profession as 
the Trust Procurement and Contracts Manager, and 
I am really absolutely enjoying every day. At first it 
was a little strange to mainly work from home due to 
COVID, but I really appreciate working with a fantastic 
and hardworking team. My personal passion is watching 
(Tests, IPL etc.) and playing cricket. I currently (when 
possible) play for my local cricket club, Bilston CC.

PL: What people have most influenced your life?

GS: First, maybe not to surprising due to my cricketing 
passion, is Sachin Tendulkar, he’s just a cricketing genius. 
Always focused on his goals both on and off field.  Jack 
Ma, owner Alibaba, trusting in his small team of people, 
he built an empire.

PL: Finally, how would you describe yourself in 3 words?

GS: My three words would be: funny, creative and loyal.
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WRITTEN BY 

MATTHEW PURSLOW
ASSISTANT HEADTEACHER, 

DIRECTOR RSAA TEACHING SCHOOLS
& 

TERESA WILSON 
DIRECTOR OF INITIAL TEACHER TRAINING

The 
Teaching School 
All iance Legacy

As we move towards the next chapter for our early career 
stage and staff development programmes, there is a real 
sense of excitement and one of absolute pride in the legacy 
of the RSA Academies’ Teaching Schools, and the profound 
impact it has had on the shaping of our new programmes. 
The Teaching Schools’ Alliance was founded to recruit and 
train new entrants to the profession, identify leadership 
potential, and provide support for schools across the West 
Midlands. Our aim is to transform outcomes for young 
people and bring about positive social justice through 
exceptional schools.  The legacy of the alliance is that 
trainees who have progressed through their programmes 
have themselves become experts who are, in turn, now 
supporting trainees to develop into the next generation of 
great practitioners and leaders. 

Through a collaboration of schools, across a far and 
reaching geographical spread, the alliance has, from 
inception, evolved into a regionally recognised provider 
of excellence. The structure of the alliance has ensured 
multi-tiered levels of support across its school direct 
programmes, its innovative NQT and RQT initiatives and 
throughout its comprehensive continuing professional 
development provision which, as a result, has successfully 

embedded future leaders into schools across the trust and 
empowered individuals to support their own and others’ 
progress. The alliance has established itself as a market 
leader, a centre of excellence, and a champion for staff 
development throughout all the work which has been 
undertaken. 

Since 2014, the alliance has trained over 100 new teachers 
at both primary and secondary level. The vast majority 
have achieved ‘good’ and ‘outstanding’, as recognised by 
Birmingham City University. Additionally, there have been 
more than 180 newly qualified teachers who have been 
inducted by the alliance throughout schools in the trust, 
and across wider partnerships. The teaching school has 
supported action research, through a design thinking model, 
for approximately 75 recently qualified colleagues and 
there have been 120 leaders developed through bespoke 
programmes, and more than 500 leadership profiling 
sessions led by partners, trust schools and consultants. 
We have designated 110 specialist leaders of education and 
supported more than 20 schools on their improvement 
journeys, with all schools making progress in their Ofsted 
inspections There have been 50 conferences and events 
hosted, 20 newsletters, nearly 700 new followers on 
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social media and 10,000 tweet impressions and most 
importantly over 2000 sandwiches and cakes consumed!! 
The trust cannot thank enough those colleagues, who have 
made such an immeasurable contribution to driving school 
improvement from the centre and keeping the outcomes 
for children at the core of everything that the alliance has 
been involved with.

And so, the journey continues with the creation of a new 
brand for school direct programmes and early career 
development, alongside the national framework for this 
career stage. Teach Central, working within the Central 
Region Schools Trust, will continue the work of the RSAA 
TSA and reflect the core values and vision which were so 
successfully embedded, and have become intrinsic to its 
training provision. Teach Central has already recruited its 
highest number of new entrants to the profession across 
both phases, and this exponential growth is linked to the 
systemic levels of support provided. The CPD element 
of the alliance will become known as CPLRD (Continuing 
Professional Learning, Research and Development) and 
will, itself, sustain existing programmes. It has already 
forged new and exciting relationships with Teaching School 
Hubs to provide Early Career Stage Fellows, and to be a 
part of the NPQ provision across the region, delivering 
and facilitating across a suite of leadership courses. The 
work, inspired by the maths and physics TSST courses, 
will additionally continue with the creation of a new maths 
enhancement provision and trust practitioners developing 
mastery in STEM subjects across schools in the West 
Midlands, and beyond. The commitment to cultivating 
leaders and collaboration will remain at the heart of the 
CPLRD model, with colleagues dedicated to ensuring 
the highest quality of training for schools in the trust, 
through the teaching school hubs, through subject hubs 
and for partner schools and academies throughout a wide-
reaching geographical network. 

Most recently, staff commitment to CPD and pupil 
outcomes, has been most notable in the opportunity 
for colleagues to return, safely and within government 
guidelines, across phases, to subject-based co-design 
conferences which have supported collaboration across 
all schools within the trust for the upcoming year. 
The dedicated, and resilient, Co-Design leads have 
demonstrated their absolute commitment to this model 
of curricula collaboration and the quality of CPD facilitated 
at these sessions has been of the highest calibre. This 
consistency across the trust, ensures that colleagues and 
practitioners continue to have access to the best possible 
opportunities which then lead to positive outcomes for 
pupils. 
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It has been an honour to be a part of this alliance and to 
recognise the consummate talent and skills of our dedicated 
practitioners who work tirelessly to improve and shape 
the lives of the young people in their care. The teaching 
schools’ alliance has forged legacy partnerships with all 
phases of education including first, primary, middle, high 
and secondary schools, driving action research projects and 
pioneering innovation in pedagogical practice.

The philosophy of the alliance and of all colleagues has 
been, and will remain, to strive to optimise the talents and 
commitment of staff across schools within the trust, through 
expertise and sharing, to develop creative ways of providing 
education by working with exceptional trustees and school 
leaders.  The Central Region Schools Trust will continue 
this work, to empower staff to be the very best they can 
be and to offer opportunities for staff development which, 
ultimately, ensure the best possible educational outcomes 
for the children in our care, to prepare them for a happy 
and fulfilling life.
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Use a tissue to turn off the tap. 
Dry hands thoroughly.

Wash your hands with 
soap and water more  
often for 20 seconds

Coronavirus

PROTECT  
YOURSELF 
& OTHERS

CORONAVIRUS

Palm to palm

1

In between the fingers

3

The back of the fingers

4

The tips of the fingers

6

The backs of hands

2

The thumbs

5
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Need a space for a team 
meeting? Away from the 
hustle & bustle. Get in touch 
with the Central Team!

info@centralrsaacademies.co.uk
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A Central RSA Academies Trust Publication 
Issue (10) Summer Term 2021 

Designed & Created by The Squirrels Nuts

STAY SAFE, SUPPORT OUR NHS, SAVE LIVES!

I’VE LEARNED THAT MAKING A LIVING IS NOT 
THE SAME THING AS MAKING A LIFE

- MAYA ANGELOU
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